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AIRDROPS

BH Agents NFTs
Community Asset

DISCOUNTS
AND 0% FEE

BH Network will increase utility through the sale of our
own NFT collection. Purchasing the BH Network NFTs will
provide holders access to premium benefits. Those benefits
will include but are not limited to: BHAT token airdrops,
zero percent marketplace fees for a set time, online and
offline event discounts, forum badges, and access to future
projects and partners.

SPECIAL
EVENT
ACCESS

The benefit level will change based on NFT Rank, but all
asset levels are specifically designed to further enhance
the experience of freelancing for both buyers and sellers
on the BH Network marketplace.

CONTINUOUS
PERK FLOW

Golden Colonel

BH Agents NFTs
The Ranks
The BH Agents Collection comprises 10,000 NFTs with
multiple attributes, of which the most important is the Rank.
Based on the eight available ranks, the perks will vary in
strength.
Here are the eight ranks starting from the lowest:
- Private - 5,559/10,000
- Green Corporal - 4,000/10,000
- Blue Sergeant - 256/10,000
- Red Sergeant Major - 128/10,000
- White Lieutenant - 32/10,000
- Grey Captain - 16/10,000
- Black Major - 8/10,000
- Golden Colonel - 1/10,000
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Perks
BHAT Airdrop
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There will be a BHAT Airdrop during Q4 of 2022 for
the holders of the NFTs. The Airdrop will be sent in two
allocations, one in September and one in December.
The higher the rank, the more significant the airdropped
BHAT amount.
BH Agents NFTs sale will be a BH Network onboarding
gate with excellent chances to get back even more than
the initial price of the NFTs in BHAT. The main reasons
behind the airdrops are to welcome new members to the
community and reward the closest community members
that want to show real skin in the game by enhancing their
interaction with the BH Network Hub products.
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Perks
BHero Launchpad Bonus
The BH Agents NFTs will play an important role in the
BHero Ticket Allocation system. Based on the eight Ranks
of the collection, BHAT staking BHeroes will get increased
Experience rates by specific percentages (from 2% to 16%)
and, as a result, will level up faster, which means they will
get more tickets sooner.
Besides the increased Experience rates, NFTs holders
might get more advantages during the future Public Sales
hosted by bhero.com.
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Perks
Access to Events
The primary purpose of the BH Agents NFTs is to build a
strong #bhattalion around BH Network.
Whether it is for fun or learning, BH Network will create or
bring special events access for the holders of the NFTs.
Festivals, workshops, courses... you name it! Your NFTs will
get your discounted access and even free access.

Perks
0% Fees Periods
To get our holders used to the Freelance Marketplace,
holders will initially get a certain number of months at 0%
fees, based on the eight Ranks.
In the future, more 0% months perks will be airdropped to
them for specific events or to celebrate the marketplace’s
milestones.
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Perks
Continuous Perks Flow
Whether we speak about the incubated projects launched
on BHero Launchpad or the future partnerships we will
build around BH Agents NFTs, we will negotiate new perks
for the holders of the NFTs.
The perks will include NFT and Token Airdrops, Discounts,
Free physical objects, and other bonuses in other dApps
and ecosystems.
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